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Pay-for-performance (P4P) pricing schemes such as pay per click and 
pay per action have increased in popularity in Internet advertising. 
Meanwhile, pay-per-impression (PPI) schemes persist, and several 
publishers have begun to offer a hybrid mix of PPI and P4P schemes. 
Given the proliferation of pricing schemes, this study examines the 
optimal choices for publishers. The authors highlight two-sided 
information asymmetries in online advertising markets and the 
consequent trade-offs faced by a high-quality publisher using P4P 
schemes. Pay-for-performance schemes enable a high-quality publisher 
to reveal its superior quality; however, such schemes may incur 
allocative inefficiencies stemming from inaccurate estimates of advertiser 
qualities. The authors identify conditions under which a publisher may 
opt for a PPI, P4P, or hybrid scheme and, in doing so, provide theoretical 
explanations for the observed variations in the pricing schemes and the 
increasing popularity of hybrid schemes. Using a new “uncompromised” 
equilibrium refinement, the authors find that the hybrid scheme can 
emerge as an equilibrium choice in a variety of conditions. In addition, 
they provide prescriptive guidelines for firms choosing between different 
pricing schemes.
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Advertising

Internet advertising has been increasing at a rapid pace. 
In the United States, revenues from Internet advertising 
reached $36.5 billion in 2012 (Internet Advertising Bureau 
2013) and surpassed print advertising revenues in 2010. In 
keeping with the rising popularity of Internet advertising,
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there is increased interest among academics and practition
ers in understanding the Internet advertising landscape. A 
notable aspect of Internet advertising is the proliferation of 
different pricing schemes. In addition to the traditional pay- 
per-impression (PPI; also known as cost per mille) pricing, 
many pay-for-performance (P4P) schemes such as pay per 
click (PPC; also known as cost per click), pay per sale 
(PPS), pay per action (PPA), and pay per lead are now 
prevalent. Under the PPI scheme, advertisers pay each time 
their advertisements are shown to an Internet user; under the 
P4P schemes, advertisers pay only for measurable out
comes, such as clicks, sales, and customer leads. In addi
tion, many Internet advertising providers (which we refer to 
as “publishers”) offer both PPI and P4P schemes for adver
tisers to choose; examples include websites and networks 
such as Google Display Ads, Facebook, and AOL Advertis
ing. The diversity of pricing schemes raises compelling 
questions regarding publishers’ motivations to use different
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pricing schemes and which pricing schemes publishers 
should offer.

The choice of pricing schemes seems most relevant when 
publishers and advertisers are asymmetrically informed 
about each other. On the one hand, when advertisers use a 
PPI scheme, they must determine their willingness to pay 
per impression from a certain publisher, which inevitably 
involves estimation of the publisher’s quality in terms of 
driving performance outcomes (e.g., clicks, sales). When 
these estimates deviate from a publisher’s true quality, the 
publisher could be under- or overcompensated. A P4P 
scheme, on the other hand, can avoid this issue because it 
compensates publishers on the basis of measured rather than 
estimated performance outcomes. To this end, a high-quality 
publisher may find it advantageous to use P4P schemes to 
avoid being undercompensated by advertisers. However, 
publishers that offer P4P schemes must assume the risk of 
uncertain advertiser quality in terms of generating out
comes; after all, publishers are paid only when a measured 
outcome (e.g., a click) occurs. Inaccurate estimation of 
advertiser quality not only exposes publishers to payment 
fluctuations but also, more importantly, may cause ineffi
cient allocation of advertising slots, which can result in sig
nificant revenue loss and is a key concern of the Internet 
advertising auction design (Lahaie 2006; Zhu and Wilbur 
2010). In economics terminology, both of the aforemen
tioned considerations—publishers’ uncertainty about adver
tiser quality and advertisers’ uncertainty about publisher 
quality—are cases of information asymmetry. The objective 
of this article is to examine the optimal choice of pricing 
schemes when there are information asymmetries between 
publishers and advertisers. In doing so, our study provides a 
theoretical explanation for the observed diversity in pricing 
schemes.

We analyze a publisher’s pricing scheme choice using a 
game theoretic model in which the publisher announces a 
pricing scheme and advertisers compete for advertising 
slots in an auction using the announced pricing scheme. To 
capture information asymmetry, we assume that the two 
parties do not know each other’s true qualities but observe 
noisy signals of them. By varying the informativeness of 
these signals, we accommodate a wide range of market con
ditions and examine the corresponding equilibrium pricing 
schemes. We use this model to answer the following spe
cific research questions: Which pricing schemes should 
publishers offer in a market equilibrium? What are the theo
retical explanations for the coexistence of multiple pricing 
schemes and the increasing popularity of hybrid schemes?

These research questions are partly motivated by varied 
practices and the lack of a systematic understanding of pric

ing schemes in the online advertising market, particularly 
display advertising. Anecdotal evidence indicates varied 
practices among publishers. For example, whereas Face- 
book uses a hybrid scheme for its display advertisements, 
Amazon.com uses a PPI scheme for its counterpart. Some 
publishers (e.g., Tremor, Google Display Ads) have 
switched from one pricing scheme to another (see Table 1). 
Practitioners and industry experts often give different and 
sometimes contradictory opinions on which pricing 
schemes publishers should offer.1 An article by The Econo
mist considers PPS the “holy grail of advertising” (The 
Economist 2005), but PPS has not yet become the dominant 
pricing scheme. In addition to providing a theoretical basis 
for the variation in pricing schemes publishers adopt, our 
study also offers valuable prescriptive guidelines for adver
tisers and publishers choosing between the different pricing 
schemes.

We note that the nature and degree of information asym
metry may vary from market to market. Yet there are rea
sons to believe that information symmetry may exist and 
persist in many Internet advertising markets, especially with 
the new hypertargeted advertising. In traditional “share-of- 
voice” advertising, a publisher sells each advertiser a bulk 
share of ad requests. With hypertargeting, a publisher maxi
mizes its revenue by selecting from a large number of 
advertisers to custom fit each ad request. The proliferation 
of hypertargeting increases the chances of a publisher deal
ing with unfamiliar advertisers while simultaneously facili
tating many “long-tail” publishers to enter the advertising 
ecosystem. Indeed, currently advertisers often spread their 
ads across many Internet sites to reach the most valuable 
customers, understanding that their ads may appear on any 
number of these sites at any given moment. Responding to 
such a need, publishers often reach a broad set of advertisers 
by joining large ad networks. In such cases, the interaction 
between any advertiser-publisher pair is likely to be tran
sient. In addition, with the dramatic increase in the number 
of advertisers, advertisements, publishers, and ad slots, 
matching advertisers (advertisements) with publishers (ad 
slots) can be a complex problem. An advertiser that is a 
good fit (and consequently, of high quality) for a particular 
publisher might be a bad fit (and thus, of lower quality) for a 
different publisher. These trends have increased the degree

'For example, Debojoytipal.com (a blog catering to website and blog 
owners) recommends that PPC is for newcomers with low and medium 
traffic and should not be used on websites with large amounts of traffic. In 
contrast, Vaughn’s Summaries (http://www.vaughns-1 -pagers.com/intemet/ 
intemet-ad-networks.htm), a popular source on the subject, states that PPC 
is the best choice in almost all situations.

Table 1
PRICING SCHEMES USED BY SOME PUBLISHERS

Search Advertising Display Advertising

PPI Major news and media sites (e.g., The New York Times, CBSNews.com, TV.com), ValueClick, Tribal 
Fusion, Amazon Banner ads, Twitter Promoted Tweets (at launch only), Google Display Ads (until 
2005), Tremor (until 2011), AOL advertising (until about 2004)

P4P (PPC, PPA, etc.) 

Hybrid (PPI + P4P)

Google, Bing, Yahoo! Amazon Product Ads, Shopping.com Merchant Program, Bidvertiser, Twitter Promoted Tweets, Tremor 
(since 2011)
Google Display Ads (since 2005), Microsoft Display Ads, Facebook, Linkedln, Clicksor, AOL Advertising 
(since approximately 2004), Kontera, Infolinks, Epom Market, Adcash, CPX Interactive, Chitika
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of information asymmetry between the two parties. Such 
information asymmetry is likely to persist because of the 
rapid growth of the Internet and the capricious nature of 
Internet advertising: audiences for specific websites change 
continually, and ad copy is frequently terminated or replaced.

Our analyses yield the following key insights. First, we 
find that the choice of a P4P pricing scheme (e.g., PPC) can 
serve as a differentiation strategy for high-quality publishers. 
In general, a PPI scheme requires advertisers to estimate 
performance outcomes, which is a function of publisher 
quality. Because advertisers might not always distinguish 
low- and high-quality publishers, a low-quality publisher 
prefers a PPI scheme because it can masquerade as a high- 
quality publisher (i.e., it can “pool” with higher-quality pub
lishers). A PPC scheme, in contrast, compensates the pub
lisher on the basis of measured rather than advertiser- 
estimated outcomes, thus preventing a low-quality publisher 
from pooling with a high-quality one. Thus, a high-quality 
publisher may offer PPC as a way of distinguishing itself 
from a low-quality publisher. However, the PPC scheme is 
not without a cost: because publishers must use estimated 
advertiser qualities for allocating PPC ads, a PPC scheme 
typically results in a reduction in allocative efficiency, in the 
sense that advertising slots might not be allocated to those 
that value them the most. In some cases, the revenue loss 
that results from this allocative inefficiency outweighs the 
benefits from differentiation, and a high-quality publisher is 
better off choosing PPI. This insight offers several compara
tive static predictions: a high-quality publisher prefers a PPC 
scheme when there is a high degree of information asymmetry 
about publisher quality and when other high-quality pub
lishers are rare —in which case, pooling with low-quality 
publishers would be very costly for a high-quality publisher. 
As a high-quality publisher improves at estimating adver
tiser quality, PPC becomes a more attractive strategy. This 
may explain why Twitter used PPI for its promoted tweets 
initially and then switched to P4P schemes after the initial 
launch. The trade-off between the need to reveal superior 
quality and the need to minimize allocative inefficiency 
drives high-quality publishers’ choice of pricing schemes.

Our second insight pertains to the advantage of the hybrid 
scheme. When a hybrid pricing scheme (e.g., a PPI and PPC 
hybrid) is offered, high-quality publishers will prefer the 
hybrid scheme to the pure PPI scheme because the former 
can lead to similar allocative efficiencies as a pure PPI 
scheme due to advertiser self-selection (into different pricing 
schemes). However, the pooling costs of a hybrid scheme are 
lower for high-quality publishers because only advertisers 
that choose the PPI portion of the hybrid scheme are required 
to estimate a publisher’s quality and can cause publisher 
pooling. When a high-quality publisher chooses a hybrid 
pricing scheme, a low-quality publisher must also follow 
suit to avoid being identified as low quality, causing the 
hybrid scheme to supplant the PPI scheme in equilibrium. 
Such a hybrid scheme equilibrium benefits high-quality 
publishers. Moreover, because the hybrid scheme has an 
advantage over the pure PPI scheme, the increased use of 
hybrid schemes reduces high-quality publishers’ reliance on 
costly pure P4P schemes and promotes overall allocative 
efficiency.

This article makes several contributions. First, to the best 
of our knowledge, we are the first to offer theoretical expla

nations for the existence of different pricing schemes and 
the increasing popularity of the hybrid scheme. Second, we 
are the first to endogenize the choice of pricing schemes 
within an auction framework. Our analyses on pricing 
schemes add to the research on advertising auctions. More
over, because we model the publisher as a mechanism 
designer with private information, we also contribute to the 
literature on mechanism design by informed principals (Jul- 
lien and Mariotti 2006; Maskin and Tirole 1992). Third, we 
demonstrate a unique trade-off between allocative effi
ciency and quality separation as a driving mechanism for 
pricing scheme choices.

We organize the rest of the article as follows: In the next 
section, we review related research. Then, the following two 
sections outline the model and derive the main results. The 
final section concludes with a discussion of the implications 
of our findings.

RELATED RESEARCH
This article is situated in several streams of research. 

First, it is related to a few existing studies of pricing 
schemes for Internet advertising. Libai, Biyalogorsky, and 
Gerstner (2003) examine the coexistence of pay-per-lead 
and PPS schemes in affiliate marketing. Hu (2004) and Hu, 
Shin, and Tang (2010) study pricing schemes as an optimal 
contract problem between one publisher and one advertiser 
and find that Internet advertising pricing should include 
appropriate performance-based elements to provide incen
tives for two parties to improve advertisement performance. 
Sundararajan (2003) examines pricing schemes as an opti
mal two-part tariff problem. He shows that because adver
tisers are risk averse, P4P pricing is always optimal, even 
when publishers are constrained to offer PPI in parallel. Our 
research is markedly different from previous studies in that 
we examine pricing schemes in advertising auctions, which 
are increasingly common. We bring a new and important 
dimension (i.e., allocative efficiency) to the issue of pricing 
schemes. Most recently, Dellarocas (2012) has offered a 
compelling argument for the suboptimality of P4P schemes. 
His model links product pricing and advertising pricing 
schemes and shows that performance-based pricing creates 
distortion in product prices and reduces publisher revenue 
and social surplus. We focus on a distinct and important rea
son for the suboptimality of P4P schemes: the resulting 
allocative inefficiencies. We also analyze hybrid pricing 
schemes that are not discussed in the aforementioned articles.

Our research is also related to an increasing literature 
stream on Internet advertising auctions. Edelman, Ostrovsky, 
and Schwarz (2007) and Varian (2007) analyze the equilib
ria in search advertising auctions as “generalized second- 
price” auctions. Several articles have examined advertising 
auction design (Chen, Liu, and Whinston 2009; Feng 2008; 
Katona and Zhu 2012; Liu, Chen, and Whinston 2010) and 
its interaction with consumer search (Athey and Ellison 
2011; Xu, Chen, and Whinston 2010, 2011). In addition, 
empirical research on advertising auctions has increased 
steadily (Agarwal, Hosanagar, and Smith 2011; Edelman 
and Ostrovsky 2007; Zhang and Feng 2011). Several 
authors (Animesh, Ramachandran, and Viswanathan 2009; 
Rutz and Bucklin 2007; Yao and Mela 2011) have examined 
the relationship between an advertiser’s bid and outcomes 
such as rank, click-through rates (CTRs), and conversions,
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whereas others (Animesh, Ramachandran, and Viswanathan 
2009; Ghose and Yang 2009; Jeziorski and Segal 2009) 
have focused on consumer behavior. Extant research on 
advertising auctions has largely taken the pricing scheme 
for granted, whereas we study pricing schemes as an 
endogenous choice.

A few recent articles have analyzed Internet advertising 
auctions with the hybrid pricing scheme (or “hybrid auc
tions”). Zhu and Wilbur (2010) study the equilibrium bid
ding in hybrid advertising auctions under the assumption 
that advertisers can choose their qualities after slots are 
assigned. They show that hybrid auctions can achieve the 
same outcomes as PPC auctions provided that publishers 
form rational expectations about advertisers’ quality condi
tional on their choice of pricing schemes. Edelman and Lee 
(2008) compare PPC and PPS auctions with a PPC/PPS 
hybrid auction. They show that hybrid auctions may pro
duce as much revenue as unweighted PPC and PPS auc
tions, but it is unclear what their conclusions would be if the 
PPC and PPS auctions were weighted as they are in prac
tice. Goel and Munagala (2009) analyze a different hybrid 
auction in which advertisers submit a PPI bid and a PPC bid 
for the publisher to choose. The existing results assume the 
hybrid scheme to be an exogenous choice and do not 
explain why advertisers choose hybrid auctions in the first 
place.

Because we model the publisher as a mechanism designer 
with private information, our model falls into the literature 
of mechanism design by informed principals. Several 
researchers (Jullien and Mariotti 2006; Maskin and Tirole 
1992) have laid the ground work in this domain and have 
investigated more general settings than ours. We contribute 
to this literature stream by analyzing pricing schemes as a 
novel design dimension and creating a distinct model with a 
multiplicative payoff structure.

The issue of pricing schemes for Internet advertising is 
broadly related to research on the optimal pricing for infor
mation goods (Choudhary 2010; Jain and Kannan 2002; 
Sundararajan 2004). Although parallels exist between 
usage-based pricing of information goods and P4P in Inter
net advertising, there is a fundamental distinction: con
sumption of information goods is nonexclusive, whereas 
Internet advertising slots are exclusive resources. Thus, the 
impact of pricing schemes on allocative efficiency must be 
taken into account.

THE MODEL
We consider a one-shot game with a single publisher and 

n advertisers, all risk neutral. The publisher is endowed with 
a single impression, which it allocates using an auction. In 
practice, publishers may offer multiple slots at once. We 
discuss a multislot extension in the Web Appendix, in which 
we show that the main intuition of this article can be 
extended to a multislot case. We use the term “publisher” to 
refer to either the owner of the impression (e.g., The New 
York Times) or an intermediary that sells impressions on 
behalf of its owners. Similarly, an advertiser is interpreted 
as a merchant or its agent.

We use clicks as an illustrative performance metric. We 
assume each advertiser has a private valuation per click 
(valuation for short), denoted as v G [0,1]. Advertisers’ val
uations are independently and identically distributed

according to a distribution F(v), which has a strictly positive 
and differentiable density function f(v). The distribution 
function satisfies an increasing hazard rate condition (i.e., 
f(v)/[ 1 -  F(v)]) is monotonically increasing in v. This condi
tion is satisfied by common distributions, such as uniform, 
normal, and logistic distributions, and is in line with prior 
research (Jullien and Mariotti 2006; Liu, Chen, and Whin- 
ston 2010).

An advertisement’s click performance is measured by 
CTR, which is the probability that a user will click on the 
advertisement. The CTR of an advertisement is subject to 
uncertainty but is also a function of the advertiser and the 
publisher’s characteristics. We capture an advertiser’s con
tribution to CTR as advertiser’s quality, a, and a publisher’s 
contribution to CTR as the publisher’s quality, b, and 
assume that2

(1) CTR = advertiser’s quality a x publisher’s quality b.

An advertiser’s quality a captures the advertiser’s contri
bution to the click performance. It may reflect the appeal of 
the advertiser’s product or service. For example, a digital 
SLR camera ad by Nikon may attract more clicks than an ad 
by a lesser-known brand. An advertiser’s quality may also 
reflect the advertiser’s expertise in crafting highly effective 
ads.

Publisher’s quality b captures a publisher’s contribution 
to the ad performance. In traditional “share-of-voice” adver
tising, in which an ad is shown to a share of all visitors to a 
website, publisher’s quality depends mainly on the quality 
of the raw web traffic. Thus, a highly reputable photography 
website is more effective at promoting digital cameras than 
are personal blogs because, on average, the former attracts 
more legitimate shoppers. However, in the new targeted 
advertising, publishers treat each visitor as a unique market
ing opportunity and selectively target him or her with the 
best-fitting ads. In these cases, average quality of raw traffic 
still matters, but so does targeting effectiveness. For exam
ple, a high-quality publisher may predict with reasonable 
accuracy whether a visitor to a wedding photography blog is 
interested in digital cameras (as opposed to, say, wedding 
dresses) and then choose appropriate ads to display. By tar
geting Internet users with the most relevant ads, the pub
lisher effectively offers selected impressions of high quality 
to advertisers, even if those impressions originate from 
sources that are low in average quality (e.g., a personal 
blog). We note that the concept of “high quality” is relative 
to the specific market. For example, a high-quality display 
advertising publisher is defined relative to other display 
advertising publishers rather than to, say, search advertising 
publishers.

For simplicity, we assume that each advertiser’s quality is a 
random draw from two levels, ^  and ah (a, < ah). We use x G 
{1, h} to denote an advertiser’s quality type. Similarly, the 
publisher’s quality is a random draw from two levels, and 
bh (b[ < bh), and y G (1, h} denotes the publisher’s quality 
type. The probabilities of drawing ah and bh are a  and (3, 
respectively.

2In reality, the measured CTR is also subject to measurement errors and 
random noises. We assume that such errors and noises cancel out and thus 
omit them from further consideration in a risk-neutral model framework.
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We assume that the publisher does not know an adver
tiser’s true quality but observes a signal x E  {1, h} about the 
advertiser’s quality. The probability of observing signal I (h) 
while the true quality type is h (1) is

(2) P(x = I|x = h) = P(x = h|x = 1) = yA.

We interpret the parameter yA as the probability of mis- 
classifying an advertiser’s quality. As yA increases, the quality 
signal x becomes less informative. We assume that yA s.5 
because if yA >.5, we can simply swap h and 1. When yA = 0, 
there is no information asymmetry about advertiser quality; 
when yA =.5, the quality signals are pure noise.

We similarly assume that advertisers do not know the 
publisher’s true quality but observe a signal y E  {I, h}; we 
let Yp, 0 £ yP s.5 denote the probability of misclassifying a 
publisher:

(3) P(y = lly = h) = P(y = h|y = 1) = yP.

We use parameters yA and yP to capture various degrees 
of information asymmetry for different market conditions. 
For example, a large yA and a small yP capture the case in 
which the publisher knows very little about advertiser quali
ties but advertisers know a great deal about the publisher’s 
quality. Traditional display advertising at premium websites 
often falls into this category. A small yA and a large yP may 
capture a market of targeted advertising in which the pub
lisher has good information on advertiser quality, but the 
publisher’s quality is difficult to determine.

Information asymmetry may persist in a wide range of 
market conditions for several reasons. As we mentioned 
previously, the large number of advertiser-publisher pair
ings and the transient nature of website audience and ad 
copies make it difficult for advertisers and publishers to 
learn about each other’s qualities. In practice, predicting ad 
performance is rather challenging because performance 
events (e.g., clicks, sales, calls) are typically sparse (Rutz 
and Bucklin 2007). For example, CTRs typically range 
from 1% to 3% for sponsored search and .02% to .05% for 
display advertising (Raehsler 2014). Many factors—such as 
search engine optimization, click fraud, idiosyncratic mar
keting promotions, and social media trends—can influence 
ad performance and hinder effective discovery of under
lying qualities.

Expected Advertiser and Publisher Quality
The publisher can form expectations about advertiser 

qualities. We denote ay (ay;) as the expected quality of an 
advertiser conditional on the quality signal! (h). The expected 
advertiser quality can be calculated using a Bayesian rule 
(see the Web Appendix). Similarly, advertisers can form 
expectations about the publisher’s quality conditional on 
signal y and the publisher’s pricing scheme choice m (which 
may convey additional information). We denote b~ as the 
expected quality of a publisher that chooses pricing scheme 
m and has a quality signal y (see the Web Appendix).

We denote p(y|m), advertisers’ belief about the probabil
ity of the publisher being y-type, conditional on the pricing 
scheme m (but before learning the quality signal y). The 
expected publisher quality b y my is a function of advertis
ers’ beliefs about the publisher’s true type.

Auction Rules and Pricing Schemes
More than 70% of publishers use auctions to allocate 

Internet advertisements (Kantrowitz 2013). In keeping with 
practice, we assume that the publisher uses an auction to 
allocate the impression among advertisers. The publisher 
can choose from three stylized pricing schemes: PPI (I), 
PPC (C), and a PPI/PPC hybrid (H). We can easily reinter
pret our results as a choice between PPI, PPS, and a 
PPI/PPS hybrid or between PPC, PPS, and a PPC/PPS 
hybrid. When a PPI or PPC scheme is used, advertisers 
place PPI or PPC bids respectively. When a hybrid scheme 
is used, advertisers can choose between a PPI bid and a PPC 
bid. Regardless of the pricing scheme, the auction follows 
two general rules. First, advertisers are ranked, and the 
highest-ranked advertiser gets the impression (the allocation 
rule). Second, the winner of the auction pays the least 
amount to keep its winning position (the payment rule). The 
specific allocation and payment rules are as follows:

•PPI: Advertisers place and are ranked by PPI bids. The winner 
pays the second-highest PPI bid.

•PPC: Advertisers place PPC bids and are ranked by PPC bid x 
expected advertiser quality (i.e., weighted PPC bids). The 
winner pays the lowest PPC price to keep its winning 
position.

•Hybrid: Advertisers place either PPI or PPC bids. Those who 
place PPI bids are ranked by PPI bids, and those who 
place PPC bids are ranked by weighted PPC bids (i.e., 
PPC bid x expected advertiser quality x expected pub
lisher quality). The winner pays the lowest PPI or 
PPC price (depending on the bid format) to keep its 
winning position.

These allocation rules, which can be regarded as ranking 
by expected revenue, are in line with practice and prior lit
erature on PPC and hybrid auctions (Lahaie and Pennock 
2007; Liu, Chen, and Whinston 2010; Zhu and Wilbur 
2010). Intuitively, publishers make the best use of their 
advertising resources by awarding a slot to the advertiser 
that generates the highest expected revenue. Google, for 
example, ranks different bids on the basis of expected reve
nue per impression (Google 2014). The payment rules for 
the three auction formats can be regarded as generalized 
second price (Edelman, Ostrovsky, and Schwarz 2007; Li, 
Liu, and Liu 2013) and are in line with practice. Other than 
the differences in allocation and payment rules, we maintain 
the same assumptions across three auction formats, includ
ing our informational assumption that the publisher and the 
advertisers only observe a quality signal about the other 
party. We illustrate the auction formats with the following 
example.

Example 1. Consider three advertisers with per-click val
uations v t = 5, v2 = 3, and v3 = 2 and qualities a! = a3 =.02, 
and a2 =.04, respectively. If the publisher runs a PPI auction 
and the PPI bids are .05, .06, and .02, respectively, Adver
tiser 2 wins and pays .05. If the publisher runs a PPC auc
tion, the PPC bids are 5, 3, and 2, and the expected adver
tiser qualities are .022, .032, and .022, respectively, 
Advertiser 1 wins with a weighted PPC of .11, paying .096/ 
.022 = 4.36 per click. If the publisher runs a hybrid auction, 
Advertiser 2 places a PPI bid of .06 and Advertisers 1 and 3 
place PPC bids of 5 and 2, respectively. Thus, the expected 
publisher quality is .5, and the weighting factor for Adver-
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tisers 1 and 3 is .02. Advertiser 2 wins, paying a PPI price of 
.05 (= .02 x .5 x 5).

The game timeline. The game proceeds as follows (see 
Figure 1). The quality types of the advertisers and the pub
lisher are drawn randomly. Next, the publisher chooses and 
announces a pricing scheme. The publisher then receives a 
signal about each advertiser’s quality, and advertisers 
receive the same signal about the publisher. Next, the pub
lisher calculates weighting factors for PPC bids. Advertisers 
learn the pricing scheme and their weighting factors before 
simultaneously placing their bids. A winner is then selected 
to fill the slot and pays according to the auction rules.

This game has two stages: in the second stage, a bidding 
game is played among advertisers. In the first stage, a game 
is played between the publisher and the advertisers in which 
the publisher strategically chooses a pricing scheme to 
influence the second-stage outcomes. We analyze the game 
using backward induction: we first solve the bidding equi
librium for each auction format and then solve the equilib
rium pricing scheme.

We assume that the publisher maximizes its expected 
revenue by choosing a pricing scheme m G {I, C, H}. Let 
a(m|y) denote a y-type publisher’s probability of choosing 
pricing scheme m, where a(m|y) G [0, 1] and Xma(m|y) = 1. 
We refer to a(m|y) as a publisher’s strategy profile. When 
both publisher types play a pure strategy (i.e., choosing a 
payment scheme with probability 1), we simply denote the 
strategy profile as (mj, mh), where nt] is the 1-type’s pricing 
scheme and mh is the h-type’s. For example, (I, C) repre
sents that an 1-type publisher chooses PPI and an h-type 
publisher chooses PPC.

Because the signal about the publisher could be either h 
or I, it is useful to define the average expected quality 
(across two types of quality signals) for a y-type publisher 
as follows:

(4) B y±  £  P(y|y)by.
ye {1,5}

When two publisher types choose a pricing scheme m 
with equal probability (say both choose PPI with probability 
1), the pricing scheme provides no information about the 
publisher’s true quality. We denote the average expected 
quality in this special case as By.

We summarize our notations in Table 2. For notational 
simplicity, we use a, a, b, b, and Bas shorthand symbols for 
ax, ax, by, b",1 * * * 5 6, and By.

Table 2
NOTATIONS

Notation Interpretation

v Advertiser’s valuation per click
a, b Advertiser/publisher quality, a G (at, ah}, b G (b|, bh}
x, y Advertiser/publisher quality type, x, y G (1, h}
a , p Probability of an advertiser/publisher being a high-quality type 
yA, Yp Rates of misclassifying an advertiser/publisher 
x, y Advertiser/publisher quality signal, x, y G {1, h} 
m a Publisher’s pricing scheme choice, m G {I, C, H) 
a*, b™ Expected quality for an x-signal advertiser/y-signal publisher 
B™ Average expected quality for a y-type publisher
By Average expected publisher quality when two publisher types

choose a pricing scheme with equal probability (say, when 
both choose PPI with probability 1) 

p(y|m) Advertisers’ belief about a publisher being y-type given its 
pricing choice m.

o(m|y) Publisher’s strategy profile—the probability of a y-type
publisher choosing m

q)m Advertiser’s equilibrium probability of winning under pricing
scheme m

jtm Expected publisher revenue under pricing scheme m

AUCTION OUTCOMES UNDER DIFFERENT PRICING 
SCHEMES

In this section, we discuss how pricing scheme choices 
can affect equilibrium bidding and auction revenues. We 
begin by analyzing the expected quality.

Preliminaries
Because of information asymmetry, the following rela

tionship holds between expected and true advertiser quali
ties (see the Web Appendix):

(5) a, £ ay £ ag £ ah.

Thus, when expected qualities are used as weighting fac
tors, a low-quality advertiser (which may receive a weight
ing factor of ay or ag) benefits from information asymmetry, 
and the opposite is true for a high-quality advertiser.

Example 2: Expected advertiser quality. Continue with 
Example 1. Suppose that a  -  .1 and yA = .2. The expected 
qualities of h-signal andl-signal advertisers are ah = .32 and 
a| = .22, respectively (recall that ah = .4 and a] = .2). For the 
publisher quality, we similarly have (see the Web Appendix)

(6) b] £ Bi'fi B™£ bh.

Thus, with information asymmetry, the average expected 
quality of a high-quality publisher is less than its true qual
ity, and the opposite is true for a low-quality publisher. We 
use the example described in the next subsection to illus
trate this relationship.

Figure 1
GAME TIMELINE

-------------- 1---------------------------------1-----------------------------------1--------------------------------------- 1---------------
Advertiser and publisher The publisher chooses a Quality signals are drawn Advertisers submit their
types are drawn pricing scheme and the publisher computes bids and the winner pays

weighting factors
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Example 3: Average expected publisher quality. Suppose 
bh = .8, b| = .4, |3 = .6, and Yp = .2. Suppose also the advertis
ers’ belief is pfhlm) = .3. The expected qualities of T- and h- 
signal publishers are b'f = .44 and bjf = .65,respectively. The 
average expected quality of 1- and h-type publishers is Bf1 = 
.48 and B™ = .61, respectively. If, instead, the advertisers’ 
belief is |r(h|m) = .6, we have b f  = .51, b f  = .74, B f = .56, 
and B f = .70. Intuitively, Example 3 shows that the higher 
the belief that the publisher is an h-type, the higher the 
expected publisher qualities.

In the next three subsections, we derive the equilibrium 
auction revenues for the PPI, PPC, and hybrid schemes. We 
focus on how advertisers are ranked under each pricing 
scheme because, as per the well-known “revenue equiva
lence theorem” (Myerson 1981), the expected revenue of an 
auction mechanism is determined only by the mechanism’s 
allocation rule. In other words, no matter how different two 
auction mechanisms may seem, if they allocate the objects 
in the same way, they will generate the same amount of 
expected revenue. Indeed, the revenue equivalence theorem 
enables us to directly derive the expected auction revenue 
from bidders’ equilibrium winning probabilities (which 
reflect the allocation rule) without explicitly evaluating the 
equilibrium bidding functions (Myerson 1981). Thus, for 
each auction format, we first analyze the ranking rule and 
equilibrium winning probability and then present the 
expected auction revenue. All technical proofs appear in 
Appendices A and B .

The PPI Auction
An advertiser’s true valuation per impression is vab, but 

because the true publisher quality b is unknown, its valua
tion is vab, where b is the expected publisher quality. As 
long as equilibrium bids increase with valuations,3 advertis
ers are ranked by their expected valuation-per-impression 
vab or, equivalently, by va (recall that b is the same for all 
advertisers).

It is important to note that because advertisers are ranked 
by va, the impression will be allocated to the advertiser that 
has the highest valuation. Thus, the PPI auction is efficient.

An advertiser wins if it has the highest va among all 
advertisers. Thus, its equilibrium winning probability, 
denoted as qpx(v, a), can be calculated as follows:

(7) cpi(v, a) = [2X e {1, h}P(x)F(va/ax)]n -  1,

where the term in brackets represents the probability that the 
advertiser (v, a) beats any other advertiser. Intuitively, if the 
opponent is an 1-type, which occurs with probability P(l) = 
1 -  a ,  it must have a valuation less than va/ap Similarly, if 
the opponent is an h-type, which occurs with probability 
P(h) = a , it must have a valuation less than va/ah.

With the equilibrium winning probability, we can directly 
derive the expected revenue:

Proposition 1: Given a publisher’s strategy profile a , a y-type 
publisher’s expected revenue under the PPI auction is

where itf,ase, termed as the base revenue of the PPI auction, is 
given by

i
4 a se = n  X  P(X) ax j V ( v , ax)J (v)f (v)dv 

xe{l,h} _ o

and J(v) = v -  1 -  F(v)f(v).

Proposition 1 suggests that the PPI auction revenue has a 
base revenue component Jt[,ase and a publisher quality com
ponent By. The publisher quality component By is average 
expected publisher quality because advertisers use expected 
publisher quality in their PPI bids. The base revenue com
ponent is the sum of revenues from both high- and low- 
quality advertisers, which have to do with their winning 
probabilities.

Because advertisers are ranked by their true qualities, the 
base revenue component is not affected by information 
asymmetry. However, the publisher quality component is 
based on expected values; thus, when both high- and low- 
quality publishers choose PPI, the two types pool in the 
sense that advertisers cannot perfectly distinguish them. As a 
result, a high-quality publisher obtains a revenue of BhJtbase 
and a low-quality publisher obtains a revenue of BjJtbase. 
Compared with complete-information revenues bhJt[,ase and 
b^base* we note that a high-quality publisher suffers from 
pooling with a low-quality publisher (because Bf, s  bh), 
whereas a low-quality publisher benefits from pooling with 
a high-quality one (because < Bj). Intuitively, because of 
the information asymmetry regarding the publisher’s qual
ity, advertisers, on average, undervalue a high-quality pub
lisher (through their PPI bids) and overvalue a low-quality 
publisher.

The PPC Auction
Under the PPC auction, advertisers place PPC bids, 

which are weighted by their expected advertiser quality, a. 
We establish that an advertiser (v, a) wins a weighted PPC 
auction if its va is the highest (see Appendix B). Thus, the 
advertiser’s equilibrium winning probability is as follows:

(9) cpC(v, ft) = [Zx 6 {T, K}P(x)F(va/ax)]n - 1.

Because advertisers are ranked by expected qualities, ineffi
cient allocations may occur.

It is important to note that an advertiser’s optimal PPC 
bid is not a function of expected publisher quality. This is 
because the publisher’s quality (which affects click per
formance) is merely a scale factor in an advertiser’s total 
payoff and therefore does not affect the advertiser’s bid 
optimization problem.

Using the same technique, we derive the expected reve
nue for the PPC auction as follows:

Proposition 2: Given a strategy profile a , a y-type publisher’s 
expected revenue under the PPC auction is

(8)

3It is simple to show that this is the case. Note that a PPI auction, as 
modeled, is essentially a standard second-price auction, which has a truth
telling equilibrium.

(10) 7ty by7l^ase

where 7r£ase = n ^  p(x)
xe] l,h[

i
i | tp c (v, a;)j(v)f(v)dv
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The PPC revenue also has a base revenue component 
rtbase an<J a publisher quality component by. The base reve
nue is affected by information asymmetry because the 
weighting scheme is based on expected advertiser qualities. 
Information asymmetry does not affect the publisher quality 
component by, because the publisher’s quality does not 
affect the optimal PPC bids and because the publisher is 
compensated by measured quality. In other words, a PPC 
publisher is not affected by information asymmetry regard
ing its quality, but it incurs a cost of inefficient allocation 
when estimated advertiser qualities, as weighting factors, 
deviate from true advertiser qualities.

The Hybrid Auction
As we described in the previous section, the weighting 

factor for PPC bidders consists of expected advertiser qual
ity and expected publisher quality. An efficient ranking 
demands that the publisher treat as equals a PPI bidder and a 
PPC bidder that have the same valuation and quality. 
Because the PPI bidder uses the expected publisher quality 
in its bid, the publisher should also use the expected (rather 
than true) publisher quality as a weighting factor for the 
PPC bid to maintain the efficient ranking. It is important to 
note that such a hybrid weighting scheme reveals no addi
tional information about the true publisher quality.4 If all 
advertisers choose PPI (or PPC), the hybrid auction degen
erates. We are interested in nondegenerate hybrid auctions 
in which there are mixes of PPI and PPC bids. When adver
tisers self-select into different pricing schemes, an adver
tiser’s choice of pricing scheme may reveal additional infor
mation about its true quality. Thus, the expected advertiser 
quality is also a function of an advertiser’s pricing scheme 
choice, which suggests that we must jointly determine 
weighting factors and advertisers’ pricing scheme choices. 
Our next result describes a unique weighting scheme and 
advertiser price scheme choices for the nondegenerate 
hybrid auction.

Lemma 1: If the weighting factor for all PPC bidders is a|b, all 
high-quality advertisers prefer PPI and all low-qual
ity ones weakly prefer PPC. This is the only nonde
generate weighting scheme that meets the hybrid 
auction specification in the previous section.

Intuitively, an advertiser with true quality a and a PPC 
weighting factor w would prefer a PPI bid when ab > w and a 
PPC bid when ab < w, and it would be indifferent when ab = 
w (Appendix B). Thus, if a]b is the PPC weighting factor, all 
high-quality advertisers will choose PPI and low-quality 
advertisers will choose PPC, resulting in a nondegenerate 
hybrid auction. Given the bidding behavior, the expected 
quality of PPC bidders is indeed a1; and thus the weighting 
scheme meets the description in the previous section.

Lemma 1 suggests that a hybrid publisher would infer 
that PPC bidders consist of low-quality advertisers only and 
would thus assign a low weighting factor. Zhu and Wilbur 
(2010) obtain a similar insight for a setting in which adver

4Two main reasons are behind this assumption. First, a high-quality pub
lisher may not be able to communicate its true type credibly using the 
weighting factors, because a low-quality publisher can mimic the high- 
quality publisher using the same weighting factors. Second, in practice, 
publishers do not report precise PPC weighting factors, so these weighting 
factors are unlikely to be used as signals for publisher quality.

tisers can choose their quality after the allocation. The 
weighting scheme in Lemma 1 uniquely separates high- and 
low-quality advertisers while meeting the “ranking-by- 
expected-revenue” criterion. Hereinafter, we use the hybrid 
weighting scheme described in Lemma 1.

With the hybrid weighting scheme in Lemma 1, all adver
tisers are indeed ranked by vab. Thus, the hybrid auction is 
efficient and the associated equilibrium winning probability, 
cpH(v, a), is the same as the PPI auction qjJ(v, a). The pub
lisher’s expected revenue, however, is different from the 
PPI revenue, as the next result illustrates.

Proposition 3: Given a strategy profile a , a y-type publisher’s 
expected revenue under a hybrid auction is as follows:

(11) tly — By 71̂ , base "t by7Ci? base,

where at” baSe = naahjJ)cpH(v, ah)J(v)f(v)dv and J t j \ ase = n(l -  
a)a)/gCpH(v, a|)J(v)f(v)dv are the base revenues from high-quality 
(PPI) and low-quality (PPC) advertisers, respectively. Moreover, 
ceteris paribus, a high-quality publisher would prefer the hybrid 
scheme to PPI, and the opposite is true for a low-quality publisher.

Comparing the base revenues for PPI and hybrid 
schemes, we find that

(12) 4 a s e = " h  .base ^1, base*

Again, this is because PPI and hybrid auctions rank adver
tisers the same way. The two auctions differ only in the pub
lisher quality component: under the hybrid scheme, the pub
lisher quality components for the PPC and PPI revenues are 
by and By, respectively. Thus, if both publisher types choose 
the hybrid scheme, they will partially pool in the sense that 
information asymmetry regarding publisher quality only 
affects PPI bids (and not PPC bids). In contrast, the two 
types fully pool if they both choose the PPI scheme. 
Because a high-quality publisher suffers from pooling with 
a low-quality publisher, the high-quality publisher would 
prefer, ceteris paribus, to pool with a low-quality publisher 
under a hybrid scheme rather than a PPI scheme.

EQUILIBRIUM PRICING SCHEME
We now turn to equilibrium pricing schemes. When the 

publisher holds private information relevant to advertisers’ 
payoffs, its pricing scheme choice can signal its private 
information. Thus, we analyze the pricing scheme choice as 
a game of signaling between the publisher and the advertis
ers. However, unlike the standard game of signaling, pub
lisher pooling is not possible under the PPC scheme because 
PPC bidding is not sensitive to the publisher’s quality. In 
other words, unlike the PPI scheme, even if both publisher 
types choose PPC, they are still considered separated in the 
sense that their payoffs are based on their respective true 
quality.

The equilibrium of the game is trivial when the PPC base 
revenue exceeds the PPI base revenue, as the following 
lemma shows:

Lemma 2: If jt[,ase < jc^se* (C, C) is the only pure-strategy 
equilibrium.

Intuitively, when the PPC auction also has higher base 
revenue, a high-quality publisher clearly prefers PPC. A
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low-quality publisher that is unable to masquerade as a 
high-quality publisher under PPC would still choose PPC 
because of its higher base revenue.

Lemma 2 depicts a case in which both publisher types 
strongly prefer PPC, which seems inconsistent with prac
tice. The opposite of the condition for Lemma 2 is more 
likely. Recall that PPI is more efficient than PPC, meaning 
that a PPI auction generates more total surplus (i.e., realized 
valuation) than a PPC auction. Under modest conditions, a 
PPI auction also generates higher base revenue than a PPC 
auction.5 For these reasons, our subsequent analysis focuses 
on the more interesting case in which

(13) ^base ^  ^base-

Following Athey and Ellison (2011) and Wilbur and Zhu 
(2009), we adopt the perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) 
concept, which requires that advertisers’ belief be deter
mined by the Bayesian rule whenever possible. We focus on 
pure-strategy equilibrium.

No Information Asymmetry or One-Sided Information 
Asymmetry

We first examine benchmark cases in which Ya = 0> Yp -  
0, or both. If Yp = 0 but yA > 0, there is no information asym
metry about the publisher quality: the publisher quality com
ponents are identical (i.e., b) = b f = B™ and bh = b1̂  = By). 
However, because of asymmetric information about adver
tiser qualities, PPC suffers from revenue losses due to 
allocative inefficiency. Thus, both publisher types prefer 
PPI to PPC and hybrid schemes, and PPI prevails in this set
ting. This prediction is consistent with the observation that 
PPI is dominant in traditional share-of-voice display adver
tising at premium websites, where there is little uncertainty 
about the publisher’s quality.

If yA = 0 and Yp > 0, there is no information asymmetry 
about advertiser qualities (thus, Jtjlase = Jtbase = ^base)> but 
there is uncertainty about publisher quality. To avoid costly 
pooling, a high-quality publisher strictly prefers PPC to a 
PPI or hybrid scheme. This may explain the dominance of 
PPC in sponsored search, whereby advertiser qualities can 
be estimated with reasonable accuracy, but qualities of two 
sponsored search publishers are difficult to compare 
because of the highly complex nature of their targeting algo
rithms and the secrecy and continuous evolution of such 
algorithms.

When Ya = 0 and Yp = 0, both publisher and advertiser 
qualities are public knowledge. There is no distortion in 
either the publisher quality component or the base revenue 
component. As a result, the three auction formats are equiv
alent and the publisher is indifferent. This scenario is not very 
realistic, but it provides a benchmark for other scenarios.

5The revenue ranking could reverse only when a weighted PPC scheme 
extracts enough additional revenue from incentivizing high-quality adver
tisers (by distorting the weighting scheme in favor of low-quality ones) to 
offset the revenue loss that results from inefficient allocations (Liu and 
Chen 2006). Because the incentive effect comes at the cost of reducing 
total surplus, it may only cause revenue reversal when there is a large 
enough (but not too large) distortion in the weighting scheme. Moreover, 
the likelihood of the revenue reversal diminishes quickly as the number of 
advertisers increases because the presence of more advertisers intensifies 
competition, and the additional value of distorting the weighting scheme is 
low (Liu and Chen 2006).

We summarize the benchmark cases in the following 
proposition:

Proposition 4: If Yp = 0 and Ya > 0 and the condition in Equation 
13 holds, (I, I) is the only equilibrium. If Ya = 0 and Yp > 0, (I, C), 
(H, C), and (C, C) are equilibrium strategy profiles. If Ya = 0 and 
Yp = 0, any strategic profile is an equilibrium.

Two-Sided Information Asymmetry Without the Hybrid 
Scheme

A  more realistic case is two-sided information asymmetry 
(i.e., Ya = 0 and Yp = 0). We examine two subcases in which 
the publisher can choose from (1) only PPI and PPC and (2) 
PPI, PPC, and hybrid pricing. As with other signaling 
games, there are multiple equilibria in this game that pre
vent us from prescribing exactly what will happen. There
fore, we employ a few equilibrium refinement strategies to 
eliminate equilibria that are less plausible:

Assumption 1: A weakly dominated strategy is not played.
Assumption 2: A Pareto-dominated equilibrium is not played.

The rationale for Assumption 2 is that weakly dominated 
strategies are imprudent ( because the player may be worse 
off and can never be better off playing such strategies) and 
players should therefore avoid them. An equilibrium Pareto 
dominates another if all players are not worse off and at 
least one player is strictly better off in the former equilib
rium. A Pareto-dominated equilibrium may be avoided 
through, for example, better pregame coordination among 
players (in our case, among publishers). The Pareto-domi- 
nance refinement helps simplify our presentation but is 
nonessential to our main findings.6

Proposition 5: Under Assumptions 1 and 2 and the condition in 
Equation 13, if

(14) bj,ttbase ^ BhTIbase ,

the equilibrium strategy profile is (I, I). Otherwise, the equilibrium 
strategy profile is (I, C).

Proposition 5 shows that with two-sided information 
asymmetry, a low-quality publisher chooses PPI, whereas a 
high-quality publisher may choose either PPC or PPI, 
depending on the condition in Equation 14. Borrowing the 
terminology of signaling games, we refer to (I, C) as a sepa
rating equilibrium and (I, I) as a pooling equilibrium. Intui
tively, a high-quality publisher trades off between allocative 
inefficiency under PPC and pooling with a low-quality pub
lisher under PPL This trade-off depends on several under
lying parameters, as summarized by the following corollary.

Corollary 1: A high-quality publisher’s preference for (I, C) 
increases when (a) (1 (the probability of being a high-quality pub
lisher) decreases, (b) bh/bi increases, (c) Yp (the rate of misclassify- 
ing a publisher) increases, and (d) Jtbase^base decreases.

6More specifically, as we show in the proof of Proposition 5, without the 
Pareto-dominant refinement, we would have a middle parameter range in 
which both (I, I) and (I, C) are equilibria. With the Pareto-dominant refine
ment, only (I, I) remains because it Pareto-dominates (I, C) in this parame
ter range. The fundamental trade-off does not change because of the 
Pareto-dominance refinement.
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By Corollary la, in a market in which most publishers are 
low quality, a high-quality publisher has a strong incentive 
to separate itself by using PPC. The incentive to separate is 
strong when a high-quality publisher has superior quality to 
a low-quality one (Corollary lb; e.g., when the publisher is 
a disruptive innovator), when advertisers are not well 
informed about a publisher’s quality (Corollary lc; e.g., in 
hypertargeted advertising and other new markets), and 
when the allocative inefficiency loss under PPC is small 
(Corollary Id; e.g., when the publisher has good estimates 
of advertiser qualities).

Corollary 1 ’s predictions are consistent with our anec
dotal observations. For example, well-known traditional 
publishers such as CBSNews.com and TV.com choose PPI 
because there is little uncertainty about their quality but 
they face significant hurdles in estimating advertiser quali
ties. Yet new and innovative publishers with superior qual
ity (e.g., Twitter) often use P4P schemes to differentiate 
themselves. In sponsored search advertising, for which 
there are much better estimates of advertisers’ qualities but 
it is difficult to compare qualities of sponsored search pub
lishers, publishers more often use PPC. Display advertising 
publishers, in contrast, tend to use PPI instead of PPC. One 
explanation for this is that clicks are fewer and noisier in 
display advertising, making it difficult to estimate advertiser 
qualities. Implementing PPC in such a case may result in 
revenue loss due to inefficient ranking of advertisers.

Figure 2 illustrates the publisher’s equilibrium strategy 
profile as a function of misclassification probabilities yP. 
When yP is above a threshold, a high-quality publisher 
adopts PPC. A high-quality publisher adopts PPI when the 
probability of misclassifying advertisers yA is high (but not 
too high). The boundary between the pooling equilibrium (I, 
I) and the separating equilibrium (I, C) is not monotonic 
because at a high yA, the weighted PPC auction can extract 
more revenue from high-quality advertisers, and such addi
tional revenue extraction may offset some of the revenue 
loss from allocative inefficiency.

Corollary 1 also suggests that the trade-off between PPC 
and PPI depends on the relative contribution of publisher

Figure 2
PUBLISHER’S EQUILIBRIUM STRATEGY PROFILE WITHOUT 

THE HYBRID SCHEME

Notes: n = 6, F ~ uniform! 1,2], a = .7, = .1 , ah = .2, (3 = .7, b| = .1,
bh= -12.

and advertiser to advertising performance. When there is a 
small difference in publisher qualities (i.e., bh/b[ is small), it 
is more important to ensure efficient allocation of advertis
ers and, thus, PPI is more desirable. When there is a small 
difference in advertiser qualities (i.e., ah/a] is small), it is 
more important to avoid pooling with low-quality publish
ers and, thus, PPC is more desirable. The former situation 
could occur when all publishers in the domain adopt similar 
technologies or have similar Internet audiences. The latter 
situation could occur when the publisher carefully selects 
advertisers so that the variation of advertiser qualities is small.

Two-Sided Information Asymmetry with the Hybrid Scheme
When a publisher can choose from PPI, PPC, or a hybrid 

scheme, the number of pure-strategy profiles increases from 
four to nine. Again, when it{,ase < Ji^se . (C, C) is the only 
pure-strategy equilibrium. Therefore, we continue to focus 
on the case Jt[,ase > Jtbase.

In Appendix B, we show that (I, I), (I, C), (H, C), and (H, 
H) are all PBEs. However, a closer investigation suggests 
that not all four equilibria are plausible. Specifically, the 
equilibrium (I, I) requires advertisers to hold the belief that 
a publisher that deviates to an off-equilibrium scheme H is 
more likely to be low quality. However, a low-quality pub
lisher is less likely to initiate such a deviation because it is 
worse off under (H, H) than under (1,1). To rule out such an 
implausible off-equilibrium belief, we introduce the uncom
promised equilibrium:

Definition 1: An equilibrium is uncompromised if one assigns a 
probability of no less than p to player type t for an off-equilibrium 
action a, if t plays a with probability p in an alternative equilibrium 
in which t is better off.

In a signaling game, the uncompromised equilibrium 
requires signal recipients (advertisers) to interpret off- 
equilibrium actions as attempts to overturn the current equi
librium by sender (publisher) types that seek a better alter
native for themselves. Given this interpretation, it is reason
able to assume that sender types that are better off under the 
alternative equilibrium are more likely to deviate than those 
that are worse off. Therefore, signal recipients should assign 
higher probabilities to sender types that are better off under 
the alternative equilibrium. That is, advertisers should 
believe that a deviating publisher is more likely to be better 
off by deviating to an off-equilibrium pricing scheme.

In a special case in which all sender types that play an 
off-equilibrium action a are better off in the alternative equi
librium, the uncompromised equilibrium requires us to 
assign probabilities to these sender types exactly according 
to the alternative equilibrium. This special case is the unde
feated equilibrium defined by Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, 
and Postlewaite (1993). Therefore, the uncompromised 
equilibrium is a useful generalization of the undefeated 
equilibrium. The difference between the two concepts is 
that the uncompromised equilibrium also deals with cases 
(such as ours) in which an off-equilibrium action is played 
by both better-off and worse-off sender types in an alterna
tive equilibrium.

With the uncompromised equilibrium concept, we pro
pose the following:

Proposition 6: Under Assumptions 1 and 2 and the condition in 
Equation 13, if
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(15) bhJt£ase , base +  M i  , base»

there is one uncompromised PBE: (H, H), with a belief that a PPI 
publisher is high quality with probability no more than p2 (defined 
in Appendix B). Otherwise, there are two uncompromised PBEs: 
(I, C), with a belief that a hybrid publisher is low quality, and (H, 
C), with a belief that a PPI publisher is low quality.

Proposition 6 suggests that the equilibrium can be either 
separating, in the form of (I, C) or (FI, C), or pooling (H, H), 
depending on the condition in Equation 15. The separating 
equilibria (I, C) and (H, C) are equivalent for all parties 
because advertisers perfectly infer the publisher’s quality 
type in each case and the hybrid scheme simply reduces to 
the PPI scheme (see also Proposition 3).

Remarkably, Proposition 6 suggests that (H, H) is the 
only pooling equilibrium. The intuition for Proposition 6 is 
as follows. We know from Proposition 3 that a high-quality 
publisher prefers (H, H), whereas a low-quality publisher 
prefers (I, I). Although both (H, H) and (I, I) are perfect 
Bayesian equilibria, (H, H) can survive the uncompromised 
equilibrium refinement but (I, I) cannot. To illustrate this, 
we note that a high-quality publisher stands to gain from 
replacing (I, I) with (H, H), whereas a low-quality one 
stands to lose. The uncompromised equilibrium requires 
advertisers to hold a belief that a high-quality publisher 
more likely deviates to the hybrid scheme and a low-quality 
one to PPI. Such an off-equilibrium belief reinforces the (H, 
H) equilibrium but compromises the (I, I) equilibrium.

The finding on the sustainability of the hybrid equilib
rium seems consistent with the observation that many pub
lishers adopt hybrid schemes, including both new (e.g., 
Facebook, Linkedln) and traditional (e.g., AOL Advertising, 
Clicksor) publishers. To our knowledge, this is the first 
research to provide a rationale for the hybrid scheme as an 
equilibrium choice.

Figure 3 shows the equilibrium strategy profile as a func
tion of misclassification rates yA and yP. In this figure, the 
solid line represents the boundary between the separating 
equilibrium (Region I) and the pooling equilibrium (Regions 
II and III), whereas the dashed line represents such a bound
ary without the hybrid scheme (i.e., the boundary in Figure 
2). The shape of the new boundary is similar to that in Fig

Figure 3
PUBLISHER’S EQUILIBRIUM STRATEGY PROFILE WITH THE 

HYBRID SCHEME

ure 2: a high-quality publisher will adopt PPC when the 
probability of misclassifying a publisher Yp is high, and it 
will adopt a hybrid scheme when yp is low and yA is high 
(but not too high). The boundary shifts upward, suggesting 
that after the hybrid scheme becomes an option, two pub
lisher types pool more often under the hybrid scheme. Intui
tively, when there is a better pooling option (H, H), a high- 
quality publisher relies less on the costly PPC auction to 
differentiate itself. We summarize these findings in Corol
lary 2 and Table 3.

By adding the hybrid scheme to a publisher’s choice set, 
we find that

Corollary 2a: If the opposite of the condition in Equation 15 
holds (Figure 3, Region I), the equilibrium changes from (I, C) to 
(H, C) or (I, C), which leaves the publisher, advertisers, and over
all allocative efficiency unaffected.

Corollary 2b: If the condition in Equation 15 and the opposite of 
the condition in Equation 14 hold (Figure 3, Region II), the equi
librium changes from (I, C) to (H, H), which benefits the publisher 
and improves overall allocative efficiency.

Corollary 2c: If the condition in Equation 14 holds (Figure 3, 
Region III), the equilibrium changes from (I, I) to (H, H), which 
benefits a high-quality publisher, hurts a low-quality publisher, and 
does not affect advertiser expected payoffs or overall allocative 
efficiency.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our study is the first to develop an analytical model of 

endogenous choice of pricing schemes in Internet advertising 
auctions that provides a theoretical explanation for the exis
tence of multiple pricing schemes as well as the increasing 
popularity of hybrid schemes. In our model, pricing schemes 
not only affect the allocation of advertisers but also convey 
information about the publisher’s quality. Because advertis
ers cannot perfectly distinguish low- and high-quality pub
lishers, a low-quality publisher can benefit from pooling 
with a high-quality one under the PPI scheme; however, a 
P4P scheme prevents publisher pooling so that a high-quality 
publisher has an incentive to separate itself using a P4P 
scheme. A P4P publisher incurs a cost, however, because a 
P4P scheme requires the publisher to rank advertisers on the 
basis of inaccurate estimates of advertiser qualities, which 
can result in inefficient allocations and revenue losses. This 
trade-off between the costs and benefits of P4P pricing 
schemes, together with a novel analysis of hybrid schemes, 
lies at the heart of our findings.

Table 3
IMPACT OF THE HYBRID SCHEME

Region I Region II Region III

Equilibrium without the 
hybrid scheme

(I.C) (I, C) a ,  i)

Equilibrium with the hybrid 
scheme

(I, C) or 
(H, C)

(H,H) (H, H)

Publisher’s expected revenue 
(1-type, h-type)

#,# r . t l . t

Advertiser’s expected payoff 
(1-type, h-type)

#,# ?, ? #,#

Overall allocative efficiency # t #

Notes: f = increase; J, = decrease; # = same; ? = increase or decrease.
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Our analyses show that high-quality publishers find it 
optimal to choose a P4P scheme (e.g., PPC, PPA) when the 
benefits of differentiating themselves from low-quality pub
lishers outweigh the loss from allocative inefficiency. A 
pure P4P scheme is most beneficial for a novel publisher 
that is of superior quality and can obtain accurate estimates 
of advertiser qualities. This offers an explanation for the 
adoption of PPC or PPA schemes at high-quality publishers 
such as Google Search Ads, Amazon Product Ads, Shopping, 
com Merchant Program, and Twitter Promoted Tweets. A 
publisher that holds ad inventory from well-known sources 
(in which case, there is little uncertainty about the pub
lisher’s quality) and lacks expertise and infrastructures for 
estimating advertiser qualities would be better off with the 
traditional PPI scheme. This explains why premium pub
lishers such as CBSNews.com and TV.com often use PPI.

We further show that high-quality publishers prefer a hybrid 
scheme to a pure PPI scheme. Using advertiser self-selection, 
a hybrid scheme can achieve similar allocative efficiency as 
a PPI scheme. Yet a hybrid scheme allows a high-quality 
publisher to partly avoid the cost of pooling because only the 
PPI portion of the hybrid revenue is subject to pooling. In con
trast, a low-quality publisher prefers PPI to a hybrid scheme. 
Remarkably, we find that a hybrid pooling equilibrium (in 
which both publisher types adopt the hybrid scheme) can 
“compromise” a PPI pooling equilibrium but not vice versa. 
Our results predict that the hybrid scheme has the potential of 
supplanting PPI. Furthermore, the adoption of hybrid 
schemes is associated with reduced use of pure P4P schemes 
and improves allocative efficiency. Indeed, anecdotal evi
dence highlights the increasing popularity of hybrid schemes 
among leading publishers such as Google Display Ads, Face- 
book, Linkedln, and AOL Advertising. Although the exact 
revenue numbers are not available, our research suggests that 
14 of the top 20 display advertising publishers ranked by 
comScore (2013) use hybrid pricing schemes. Some of these 
publishers, such as Google Display Ads and AOL Advertising, 
have evolved from a pure PPI scheme to a hybrid scheme.

Our study highlights the role of information asymmetry 
in determining pricing schemes. In markets such as display 
advertising, in which advertiser performance data are sparse 
and noisy, pure P4P schemes can be overly costly because 
of asymmetric information about advertiser qualities. 
Therefore, PPI and hybrid schemes are mainstream in these 
markets. In contrast, in markets in which performance data 
on advertisers are abundant and less noisy (e.g., sponsored 
search, promoted tweets), PPC and other P4P schemes are 
popular. Information asymmetry is the greatest for new pub
lishers that offer innovative and effective advertising mod
els. We expect such publishers to be more likely to distin
guish themselves with P4P schemes. Examples of such 
publishers include Advertising.com, which used PPC for its 
targeted contextual ads (before AOL purchased it), and 
Tweeter, which uses PPA pricing for its promoted tweets.

Our approach to pricing schemes is based on information 
asymmetry and its consequences. We note that there is also 
a popular view of pricing schemes based on risks. As per the 
risk-based view, PPI shifts the majority of the risk to adver
tisers, whereas P4P shifts it to publishers. Thus, a risk- 
averse advertiser would prefer P4P, whereas a risk-averse 
publisher would prefer PPL However, absent information 
asymmetry, risk preferences alone do not seem to explain

why some advertisers choose PPI over PPC or why some 
publishers voluntarily offer P4P schemes. Our approach 
augments the risk-based view by showing that pricing 
schemes matter even in a risk-neutral environment (e.g., PPI 
creates a publisher pooling effect and P4P may lead to inef
ficient allocations and correlated revenue losses). Although 
including risk aversion may shift the equilibrium condi
tions, its impact is well understood, and it is unlikely to 
reverse the direction of our findings. Moreover, we high
light the impact of pricing schemes on allocative efficiency, 
which is a fundamental concern of Internet advertising that 
the risk-based view does not capture. Anecdotal evidence 
suggests that allocative efficiency is a key consideration for 
publishers, which are happy to run PPC or other P4P ads as 
long as advertisers pay more (Lee 2006). By capturing the 
key trade-offs arising from information asymmetry, our study 
complements the risk-based perspective of pricing schemes.

As a first step in understanding the optimal choice of 
pricing schemes in the evolving landscape of digital adver
tising, our study is not without limitations. We assume the 
publisher quality to be the same for advertisers, which may 
not be realistic for slots that attract vastly different advertis
ers. We limit ourselves to a single slot, but we show in the 
Web Appendix that extension to multiple slots does not alter 
the fundamental insights. In the Web Appendix, we briefly 
discuss what would happen if valuation per click is corre
lated with publisher quality, but more research is needed in 
this area. Our findings based on information asymmetry 
should be combined with other perspectives on pricing 
schemes: for example, the PPC scheme may suffer from 
additional inefficiencies due to advertiser obfuscation and 
click fraud (Athey and Ellison 2011; Wilbur and Zhu 2009), 
although research has shown that the effect of click fraud is 
ambiguous (Wilbur and Zhu 2009).

Our current findings pave the way for several extensions. 
A natural extension of our model is to examine side-by-side 
publisher competition. Another way to extend existing 
insights is to understand the dynamics of pricing scheme 
choices and to examine when a publisher should let ad net
works manage its advertising. It would also be worthwhile 
to consider the impact of “hidden actions” by advertisers 
and publishers in addition to information asymmetry; Zhu 
and Wilbur (2010) and Chen, Liu, and Whinston (2009) 
provide some clues in this direction. Our model may be 
extended to study pricing schemes for affiliate marketing, 
another important form of Internet marketing. Affiliate mar
keting is also subject to two-sided information asymmetry 
because its performance depends on both the quality of the 
merchant and the affiliate’s ability to drive high-quality traf
fic to the merchant’s website. Finally, given the increased 
availability of data on Internet advertising, empirical tests of 
theoretical predictions would add to the field’s understand
ing of this complex landscape.

APPENDIX A: EQUILIBRIUM AUCTION OUTCOMES 

Proof o f Proposition 1
A PPI auction is equivalent to a standard second-price 

auction in which advertisers have valuations vab. Because 
equilibrium bids are not a primary interest of this research, 
we follow Myerson’s (1981) approach of deriving equilib
rium revenue directly from equilibrium winning probabili
ties without explicitly evaluating equilibrium bidding func-
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tions. Although this approach is overkill for the single-slot 
case, it is easier to extend to the multislot case.

We denote U(v, v '|a , b) as the expected payoff of an 
advertiser (v, a) that places a PPI bid v'ab:

U(v, v'|a, 6) = cpkV, a)vab -  p(v'|a, b),

where cpKv'> a) and p(v'|a, b) are, respectively, the winning 
probability and the expected payment of the advertiser. We 
denote V(v|a, b) = U(v, v '|a, b) as advertiser (v, a)’s equilib
rium expected payoff. Note that

The per-impression payoff is simply abU(v, t|a), but because 
the scale factor ab does not affect the advertiser’s bid opti
mization problem, we focus on the per-click payoff. We 
denote qpc (t, a) and p(t, a) as the winning probability and 
expected payment per click of an advertiser with expect 
quality a and bid t. Next, let advertiser (v, aT) bid t and 
advertiser (vaf/a^, a£) bid taf/a£.

(A4) U(vajVaj(, tap/aflaf) = qpc(ta;Va;;, aj) vaf/aj; -  p(tSf/a£, aj()

= qpC(t, apvaf/aj -  p(t, = U(v, t|af)af/ah,

dV(v|a,b)_
dv

-U
3v

|v, v'|a, bjl

= ^-u (v , v'|a,b)| v-=v = <t>’ (v, a)ab, 
dv ' 1 11

dvb
where the second step occurs because gv lv' =v = 0 in an 
incentive-compatible equilibrium. Under the assumption 
that the advertiser with v = 0 has zero expected payoff, we 
immediately have

(Al) v|v|a,bj = abj(p'(u,a)du.
o

A publisher’s expected revenue is the total expected pay
ment from all advertisers. Noting that p(v|a, b) = cp‘(v, a)vab -  
V(v|a, b), we can express the expected revenue of a y-signal 
publisher as

1
nX p(x)JpH ax’k)f (v)dv

X 0

1
= n^P(x)J[cpI(v,ax)vaxb-V(v|ax,b)]f(v)dv 

x 0

1 r 1
= nb^ P (x )axJ  cpI(v,ax)f(v)v-cpI(v,ax)Jf(u)du dv

= nb ^ P (x )a xjV (v ,ax) l -F(v)
f(v)

f(v)dv,

where the second equality is due to integration by parts. 
Finally, for a y-type publisher, we take expectation of b with 
regard to y and obtain Equation 7.

Proof o f Proposition 2
We denote t(v, a) as the equilibrium bidding function of 

an advertiser with valuation v and expected quality a. We 
assume the bidding function is monotonic (proof available 
on request); that is,

(A2) v' > v => t(v', a) > t(v, a).

We next show that advertisers (v, af) and (vafaf), aj() tie in 
equilibrium; that is,

(A3) t(v, ay)af/aj = t(v%/as, I j).

With a slight abuse of notation, we denote U(v, tla) as the 
per-click payoff o f an advertiser (v, a) that bids t per click.

where the second equality exists because two advertisers tie 
and pay the same expected amount. Equation A4 implies 
that if t maximizes U(v, t|af), taf/af; must maximize U(vaj'/aj, 
taf'/ahlan).

Equations A2 and A3 together imply that an advertiser (v, 
a) wins only if its va is the highest. By the revenue equiva
lence theorem (Myerson 1981), we can obtain the equilib
rium payoff of advertiser (v, a) as

V

(A5) v(v,a) = J(pc (u,a)du.
o

Because the expected payment per click from the adver
tiser is p(v, a) = cpc (v, a)v -  V(v, a) and the expected pay
ment per impression is simply abp(v, a), a y-type publisher’s 
expected revenue from all advertisers is

1
Tty = n^ P ( x ) a x b y J  p(v, ax)f(v)dv

X 0

1 v

= nby^ p ( x ) a x J  cpc (v ,ax)v-J(pc (u,ax)du f (v)dv

= nby^ P ( x ) a J J  9c (v,ax)f(v)v-(pc (v ,ax) |f(u)du dv
OL
l

= nby^ P ( x ) a x  JcpC (v, a j ) 1-F(v)~
f(v) _

f(v)dv,

where the third equality is due to integration by parts.

Proof o f Lemma 1
We denote qpH(z) as the equilibrium winning probability 

of an advertiser that bids a score of z (the score can be cal
culated from a PPI or PPC bid). We denote s(z) as the 
expected second-highest score conditional on the highest 
score being z. Next, we consider an advertiser (v, a) with a 
PPC weighting factor w. If the advertiser submits a PPI bid 
v'ab, the expected payoff per impression is

(A6) U'(v, v') = qpH(v'ab)[vab -  s(v'ab)].

If  the advertiser submits a PPC bid v ', the expected payoff 
(per impression) is

(A7) Uc(v, v') = abtpH(v'w)[v -  s(v'w)/w].

When ab = w, U*(v, v') = Uc (v, v '), which means that the 
advertiser is indifferent between PPI and PPC. Next, sup
pose ab < w. Let v*ab be the advertiser’s optimal PPI bid. By
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submitting a PPC bid of v*ab/w, the advertiser gets an 
expected utility Uc(v, v*ab/w) = qpH(v*ab)[vab -  s(v*ab)ab/ 
w] > U[(v, v*ab). Thus, the advertiser prefers PPC if ab < w. 
Similarly, if ab > w, the advertiser prefers PPI.

To show that the weighting scheme is unique, suppose 
that the weighting factor for h-signal PPC bidders is wg. If 
PPC bidders consist of both high- and low-quality advertis
ers, their expected quality (thus, the weight factor wg) must 
be between aft and ahb. This implies that all high-quality h- 
signal advertisers strictly prefer PPI—a contradiction. The 
only plausible case is that h-signal advertisers consist of 
only low-quality advertisers, implying that wg = a|b. By the 
same logic, the weighting factor for 1-signal advertisers is 
wj = H|b.

Proof o f Proposition 3

We denote V[(v) as the advertiser’s equilibrium payoff 
per click from low-quality advertisers under the hybrid 
scheme. By the revenue equivalence theorem,

V

ViH(v) = JcpH(u,a,)du, 
o

and the expected payment per click from a low-quality 
advertiser is

By adding Equations A8 and A9 together, we can get the y- 
type publisher’s total expected revenue from all advertisers 
(Equation 11).

Next, we compare PPI and hybrid revenues. When adver
tisers hold the same belief about_a PPI publisher and a 
hybrid publisher, we have B^= b'1 = By.Jhus, jty = ByicjJ;base + 
Jyb.base ^  = ByJt|,ase = ByiC|]j,ase + Byjti (5ase. Because b) <,
B] s  Bh s  bh, we have rtf s  and jth >

APPENDIX B: CHARACTERIZE THE PUBLISHER'S 
EQUILIBRIUM STRATEGY PROFILE

Proof o f Lemma 2

The proof of Lemma 2 is straightforward, and thus, we 
have omitted it.

Proof o f Proposition 5

Under the condition in Equation 13, a low-quality pub
lisher gets an expected revenue of B p^se under PPI and 
bi^base under PPC. Because B, > bh PPC is weakly domi
nated and, thus, not played by low-quality publishers. For 
this reason, we only consider the remaining two strategy 
profiles (I, C) and (I, I).

For (I, C) to be a PBE, we only need to show that a high- 
quality publisher optimally chooses PPC. A high-quality 
publisher’s expected revenue under PPC is bhJtbase- By devi
ating to PPI, the publisher gets bptbase- A high-quality pub
lisher will not deviate if

| [(pH(v,ai )v -V 1H(v)]f(v)dv 
0

= |  (pH(v,a ,)v-J(pH(u,a,)du f(v)dv 
o L  o
i r i i

= J (pH(v,a,)vf(v)dv- J<pH(u, a,)JcpHf(v)dvdu 
o L  o v

I
= J (pH(v, a|)J(v)f(v)dv,

where the second equality is due to a change of the integration 
order. The publisher’s expected revenue from low-quality 
advertisers is the sum of expected payment per impression 
of all low-quality advertisers. That is,

l
(A8) n(l -  a)a1byJcpH(v,a1)j(v)f(v)dv.

o

By a similar process, we can obtain the expected payment 
per impression from a high-quality advertiser as ahby/o(pH(v, 
ah)J(v)f(v)dv.

A y-type publisher’s expected revenue from all high- 
quality advertisers, averaged across all possible signals, is 
given by

i
naahBy J"cpH(v,ah)J(v)f(v)dv. 

o

(B 1 > M b a s e  >  M b ase -

For (I, I) to be PBE, we only need to show that a high- 
quality publisher optimally chooses PPI. A high-quality 
publisher’s expected revenue under PPI is BhJtJ,ase. By devi
ating to PPC, the publisher’s expected revenue is b hJ ibase- 
The high-quality publisher would not deviate if

(B 2) b hn(,ase ^  B hJtbase.

Because b[ < Bh, the conditions in Equations B1 and B2 
may hold at the same time. We next show that (I, C) is 
Pareto-dominated when both conditions hold. Under (1,1), 
the expected revenues for the high- and low-quality publish
ers are BhJt{,ase and B|jtf,ase, respectively. Under (I, C), their 
expected revenues are b hJtbase and b ^ a s e ,  respectively. In 
accordance with the condition in Equation B2 and B) > bj, 
(I, C) is Pareto-dominated by (I, I) and, thus, not played.

Proof o f Corollary 1
The proof is straightforward from the condition in Equa

tion 14; thus, we have omitted it.

Lemma 3
Under Assumptions 1 and 2 and the condition in Equation 

13,

(a) (I, I) with u(h|H) s  Uj is a PBE when

(B 3 ) LAba.se -  BiAbase,

where p (h|H) s  pi summarizes the following two conditions:

(B 4) BhJtbase — Bh Jth, base bfAl, base, and

(B 5 )  BhJtbase — B | Jth, base h |J t| base-

lb) (H, H) with a belief p(h|l) s  u2 >s a PBE when
(A9)
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C — H h
(B6) bh^base ^ ®l^h,base ^h^l,base»

where |x(h|I) < u2 summarizes the following two conditions,

(B7) BbJlbase — BbJtb, base t  base> <*nd

(B8) BjJtbase ^  B|Jljli base "*■ Bilti base-

(c) (I, C) with a belief p(h|H) = 0 and (H, C) with a belief 
p(h|l) = 0 are PBEs when

C — H H(B9) bh^base > , base +  B h^l, base-

By Lemma 3, (I, I) is an equilibrium when the condition 
in Equation A3 holds and advertisers believe that a hybrid 
publisher is most likely low quality (i.e., u(h|H) < ii,). Simi
larly, (H, H) is an equilibrium when the condition in Equa
tion B6 holds and advertisers believe that a PPI publisher is 
most likely low quality. The equilibrium (I, C) requires that 
the condition in Equation B9 holds and advertisers believe 
that a hybrid publisher is low quality.

Proof o f Lemma 3

Because PPC is weakly dominated by PPI and the hybrid 
scheme for a low-quality publisher, we can rule out (C, I), 
(C, H), and (C, C). (I, H) and (H, I) are not PBE either 
because the low-quality publisher is better off by mimicking 
the high-quality publisher in either case. We show that the 
remaining four strategy profiles are PBE under appropriate 
conditions.

(a) A low-quality publisher gets BiJtbase under (I, I) and Jtjj base + 
biphase by deviating to the hybrid scheme. A high-quality 
publisher gets BhJtbase under (I, I), B ^ h  hase + bhJtbbase by 
deviating to the hybrid scheme and bhjtbase by deviating to 
PPC. the condition in Equations B3, B4, and B5 ensure that 
all deviations are unprofitable. Note that Bband B̂ 1 increase 
with u(hlH); therefore, we can combine Equations B4 and 
B5 into a requirement on belief p(h|H).

(b) A low-quality publisher gets B]itb base + b]jt^ base under (H, 
H) and B/jib^,, by deviating to PPI. A high-quality publisher 
gets Bb Jtb base + bhitHbase under (H, H), Bj,Jtbase by deviating 
to PPI, and bhJtbase by deviating to PPC. the conditions in 
Equations B6, B7, and B8 ensure that all deviations are 
unprofitable. Similar to (a), the conditions in Equations B4 
and B5 can be represented as a requirement on belief u(h|I).

(c) Alow-quality publisher gets bjjCbase under (I, C) and Bj nbibase + 
bj3t^ base by deviating to the hybrid scheme. Recall that 
it baSe = Jtb base + Jtbbase; the deviation is unprofitable only 
when b ' 1 = bj, which implies that u(h|H ) = 0. A high-quality 
publisher gets bhJtbase under (I, C), bjjtbase by deviating to 
PPI, and bjjth hase + bhjtbbase (note that p(h|H) = 0) by devi
ating to the hybrid scheme. For the high-quality publisher, 
deviating to PPI is clearly dominated by deviating to the 
hybrid scheme. The belief p(h|H) = 0 and the following con
dition ensure that all deviations are unprofitable. Thus,

(BIO) b hJtbase 5: base ■*" L iT ,  base-

(d) A low-quality publisher gets b p r ^  under (H, C) and 
Bjjtbase by deviating to PPI. The deviation is unprofitable 
only when B]1 = bj, which implies |x(h|I) = 0. A high-quality 
publisher gets bhitbase under (H, C), bpcL , (with p[h|I ] = 0) 
by deviating to PPI, and bjjtb base + Jtj;base by deviating to 
the hybrid scheme. Because itbase = Jtb base + itb baSe- deviat
ing to PPI is clearly dominated by deviating to the hybrid 
scheme. The belief p(h|l) = 0 and the condition in Equation 
BIO ensure that all deviations are unprofitable.

When B7 and BIO hold simultaneously, (I, C), (H, C), 
and (H, H) are all PBEs. The equilibrium revenues under 
three PBEs are (bjJTb^g, hbJtbase), (t>jjxj-,ase, hbjcbase), and 
(B]Jth,base b]tt] basc’ Bh^-h.base T ^h-T, base)- respectively. By 
the condition in Equation B6, (H, H) Pareto-dominates (I, 
C) and (H, C); thus, we can revise the condition for (I, C) 
and (H, C) to Equation B9.

Proof o f Proposition 6
We show that (I, I) is compromised by (H, H) but (H, H), 

(I, C), (H, C) are uncompromised.

(a) (I, I). When the condition in Equation B3 holds, both (I, I) 
and (H, H) are PBEs. According to Proposition 3, a high- 
quality publisher is better off under (H, H) than under (I, I) 
whereas a low-quality publisher is worse off. The uncom
promised equilibrium requires p(h|H) S |3. However, when 
pdi|H) > p, Bb, S: Bh, and note also bh > Bh, we have B i ,^ ^  < 
Bbitb base + bhitbase’ contradicting the condition in Equa
tion B4. Therefore, (I, I) is compromised by (H, H).

(b) (H, H). When the condition in Equation A3 holds, both (I, I) 
and (H, H) are PBEs. Similar to (a), the uncompromised 
equilibrium requires that p(h|I) s  (5, which clearly does not 
contradict p(h|I) s  p2- Thus, (H, H) is not compromised by 
(I, I). (H, H) does not coexist with any other equilibrium, so 
(H, H) is uncompromised.

(c) (I, C) and (H, C). (I, C) and (H, C) are both PBEs under the 
condition in Equation B9. But both publisher types are indif
ferent between (I, C) and (H, C). So the uncompromised 
equilibrium refinement has no force. (I, C) and (H, C) are 
thus uncompromised.

Proof of Corollary 2
The result that the high-quality publisher is better off 

under (H, H) than under (I, I) and the low-quality publisher 
is worse off follows from Proposition 3. To show that both 
publisher types are better off in case (b), note that this 
occurs when

—  H H C q  I
( B 11) B hJth(base +  M l ,  base — bh^base — B jfhrase-

The equilibrium revenues for low- and high-quality types 
are (B|Jtb base b f t  ], base - BbJtb,base "b 1, base) under (H, H)
and (b]jtbase, bhJtbase) under (I, C). The (H, H) revenues are 
higher than the (I, C) revenues, noting bj < B1? the condition 
in Equation B 11, and Equation 12.

We next turn to advertiser payoffs. In case (a), all adver
tisers are indifferent because the PPI and hybrid auctions 
allocate the impression in the same way and advertisers per
fectly infer the publisher’s quality in both equilibria. In case 
(c), in which the equilibrium changes from (I, I) to (H, H), 
advertisers are indifferent as well. Again, because PPI and 
hybrid auctions allocate the impression in the same way, 
their winning probabilities and expected payoffs are the 
same under either equilibrium. In case (b), in which (I, C) is 
replaced by (H, H), advertisers’ winning probabilities are 
different, and we are unable to draw a definitive conclusion 
on advertiser payoffs because when the publisher is high 
quality (so that PPC would be used under the (I, C) equilib
rium ), a high-quality advertiser can be better off or worse 
off under PPC depending on whether the signal about the 
advertiser’s quality is h o r l .  Finally, we know from previous 
proofs that PPI and hybrid auctions are more efficient than 
PPC auctions.
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